(laughing) Even now, some friends with the same age with me still remembered, Ah, Na's place in the past was the 'turtle dove park'. (Pr-Na/02/07/08)
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**Figure 1: Pendopo functioned as birds’ place in the past**

In this shared memory, there is a formation that is found as memory inside memory that is defined as a situation of that inside the memory recalled by the informant actually there is another memory or experience that occurred in more past time. The structure of memory-inside-memory in the psychological process of the memory formation makes the shared memory becomes more complicated than a single memory. Moreover, the presence of memory-inside-memory structure that was resulted through the socially processing occurred in a shared memory by the forms of sharing enables the memory give a significant impression to the informant who recalls.

### 3.3. Influence of the shared memory to the spatial setting

In the analysis there are two ways used for pointing out and discerning the influence of the memory in the present life. The first way is sourced in the informant’s self account, based on the informant’s own statement that his present behavior is actually influenced by the past experience. This statement was informed by the informant to the researcher in the interview time, usually in the end of his recalling of one episode of memory. The second way is identifying the influence through the interpretation taken by the researcher. This interpretation is taken through a series of procedures: 1) learning the detailed memories spoken by the informant as well the emotional expression shown when recalling, 2) examining the present condition of the related objects and place including the activity of the informant on the object and the place, 3) examining the relation between the content of the remembrance and the present activity or behavior of the informant. Through examining the interrelation between the content of the memory episode and the present behavior or activity towards the certain objects or on certain places that directly are associated with the memories, the researcher interprets the influence. Moreover, through conducting these procedures above, the meaning of the object and place associated with the memory as well the factors that cause the past experience influential to the present life may also be clarified.

Discerning the recalling process, the involvement of other particular person in the process of memory formation as occurred in shared memory type has a role to make the memory become more impressive and meaningful to the informants. The impressiveness of this memory increased because the informant who received the sharing of memory actually already has his own impression towards the memory as well the object or place associated with memory, but he get another fresh impression towards the same memory sourced by the memory sharing conducted by other particular person. In other words, with the memory sharing the informant takes several chances to get tied to the memories as well to the related object or place in every time he was shared by the same memory. The emotional influences of the memories on the informant are mostly in a pleasant or positive nature. This condition brings a possibility to stimulate the informants’ feeling of attachment to the related object or place or even the whole house.

### 3.4. Attachment feeling sourced from the shared memory leads the awareness to sustainable old living environment